SCOOTER NUMBERS:
SCOOTER RENTAL CONTRACT

PERSONAL DATA
RENTAL PERIOD
Full Name: ________________________________________ From: ________________ H _______________
Citizenship: _______________________________________
(may come back evening before)
Document Number: ________________________________ To: ________________ H __________________
Mobile phone: _____________________________________ Extend to: ________ H _________ PAID _____
E-mail: ___________________________________________ Scooters: ________________________________
Hotel/Apt.: ________________________________________ Extra: __________________________________
№ Credit\Debit card ________________________________ Insurance: YES
NO
Valid until ________________________________________ Rate: ___________________________________
RULES
-

This contract stipulates the conditions between the contractor, hereinafter “the customer”, whose details are
given in the header, and the owner of the scooter Pelican Bike CIF. B98960263. The customer accepts
responsibility for the care and return of the scooter and all accessories. The scooter will only be used by the
contract holder, and is not to be sub-rent.

-

The scooter is to be returned in perfect condition. Any damage or loss to the scooter, including its
accessories, will be charged to the customer according to the following prices. If the scooter is lost or
stolen, the customer shall pay Pelican Bike the fee to cover such lost or theft. The fees payable are:
Wheel puncture 25€;
Helmet 15€;
Back light 20€;
Front light 30€;
Wheel splash guard 50€;
Wheel 50€;
Handle bar fixator 70€;
Handle bar 70€;
Front braking system 80€;
Back breaking system 50€;
Key 15€;
Lock 15€;
Charger 40€;
Battery 100€.

Footstep 40€;
Accelerator 60€;
Attendance to the place out of office 10€;
Bell 40€;

In case if the customer pays insurance (5€ per scooter) all the fees should be reduced to 50%. In case if the
scooter is lost or stolen the customer pays its full price – 450€.
-

A delay in the return of the scooter shall incur the payment of extra fees (1h – 10€). The customer is
responsible for correctly locking the scooter to a fixed element at all times when not in use. They are
responsible for the possible damage produced to themselves or to others because of an accident when using
the scooter. It is prohibited to make any modifications to the scooter. It is prohibited to carry additional
passengers.

-

It is highly recommended to park scooters at home\in the hotel room or in the office of Pelican Bike.
The customer must leave a deposit for the period of scooters rent.
50€ per each scooter – only for damages, in case if the scooter is lost or stolen the full price
should be paid.
2. Any valid document (ID or passport)
1.

RENTED BY:
FIRMA DEL CLIENTE / CUSTOMER SIGNATURE:

